ABSTRACT Route planning and recommendation are increasingly important in the recent two decades. In this light, we propose and study novel diversified routing (DR) queries that discover the most convenient routes in dynamic road networks, where travel time, congestion probability, and global travel cost are taken into account. Given a dynamic transportation network, a source, a destination, a travel time threshold τ t , a congestion probability threshold τ p , and a global travel cost threshold τ g , the DR query finds: 1) the route with the minimum travel time whose global travel cost does not exceed τ g ; 2) the route with the minimum congestion probability whose global travel cost does not exceed τ.g; and 3) the route with the minimum global travel cost whose travel time does not exceed τ t and congestion probability does not exceed τ p . Such types of queries are very useful in many mobile applications, such as travel planning and recommendation, urban computing, intelligent transportation, and location-based services in general. The DR queries face two challenges: 1) how to model the dynamic road networks and to define the travel time, congestion probability, and global travel cost practically and 2) how to prune the search space effectively and to return the query results in the real time. To overcome the challenges and to process the DR queries efficiently, we develop a search framework based on network expansion. A series of optimization techniques is developed to further enhance the query efficiency. Finally, we conduct extensive experiments on large datasets to verify the performance of the developed algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of GPS-enabled mobile devices (e.g., smart phones, and car navigation systems) and online map services (e.g., Google maps, bing maps, Baidu maps, and MapQuest), people can easily get their current locations and query spatial information regarding their current locations (e.g., shortest path queries [1] , fastest and unobstructed routing queries [8] , [14] , [15] , [17] - [19] , trajectory search and recommendation [7] , [11] - [13] , [20] , nearest neighbors, location and region recommendation).
Generally, road networks can be classified into two categories, static road networks, and dynamic road networks. In static road networks, the weight of each edge is static, and the weight can be network distance, travel time along this edge, average energy consumption along this edge, and
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Miguel Jesus Torres Ruiz. so on. In contrast, in dynamic road networks, the weight of each edge is dynamic, which is changing from time to time, such as the travel time along this edge. In the meantime, some other attributes may also be taken into account, such as congestion probability at a vertex or edge. Dynamic road networks have strong advantages over static road networks, because they can describe instant traffic conditions, and can help users plan convenient routes to avoid the potential traffic congestion.
In the following paragraphs, our study is conducted on two representative dynamic road networks, traffic-aware road networks [17] - [19] , [22] , and dynamic public transportation networks [14] , [15] . According to the approaches introduced in [18] and [19] , traffic-aware road networks are established by mapping trajectories onto road networks. On the other hand, dynamic transportation networks are established by mapping public transportation card data onto road networks [14] , [15] . Both of them can reflect instant traffic conditions and are useful to detect protectional traffic congestions.
In this work, we propose and study a novel problem of finding diversified routes in dynamic road networks (DR query), where travel time, congestion probability, and global travel cost are taken into account. Given a dynamic transportation network, a source, a destination, a travel time threshold τ t , a congestion probability threshold τ p , and a global travel cost threshold τ g , the DR query finds (1) the route with the minimum travel time whose global travel cost do not exceed τ g , (2) the route with the minimum congestion probability whose global travel cost do not exceed τ.g, and (3) the route with the minimum global travel cost whose travel time does not exceed τ t and congestion probability does not exceed τ p . The first two queries can be called ''global-travel-cost threshold DR query (GTCT-DR)'', while the third query can be called ''time-and-probability threshold DR query (TPT-DR)''. We believe that such type of queries are very useful in many mobile applications such as travel planning and recommendation, urban computing, intelligent transportation, and location based services in general.
An example is shown in Figure 1 , where p 1 is the source and p 8 is the destination, and routes 8 . Given a global travel cost threshold 128, for the GTCT-DR queries, route r 2 is returned because it has the minimum travel time, and r 3 is returned because it has the minimum congestion probability. Given a travel time threshold 118, and a congestion probability 0.18, for the TPT-DR query, route r 3 is returned because it has the minimum global travel cost.
Network expansion [1] is a conventional method to compute shortest path queries in road networks. At each time, the algorithm selects the vertex with the minimum distance label for expansion, until the destination is reached. However, existing methods are not suitable for the DR quires, because most of them are conducted on static road networks, and the instant traffic conditions and congestion probability are not taken into account, and their index structures and optimization techniques cannot be used in dynamic environment.
The DR quires are challenging due to two reasons. First, we may model the instant traffic conditions in a practical approach, e.g., the travel time and congestion probability may be reflect on the dynamic road networks. Second, the query results should be returned in real time. Thus, efficient search algorithms with effective pruning techniques are necessary. To overcome the challenges and to process the DR quires efficiently, we adopt the models of traffic-aware road networks and dynamic public transportation networks by mapping trajectory data and public transportation card data onto road networks. Then, based on dynamic road networks, we develop three efficient algorithms to compute the DR queries. A series of optimization techniques are developed to prune the search space and to improve the query efficiency.
To sum up, we make the following contributions in total.
• We propose a novel type of diversified routing queries (DR) to find convenient routes in dynamic road networks, and three attributes, travel time, congestion probability, and global travel cost are taken into account. This type of queries are very useful in many mobile applications such as travel planning and recommendation, urban computing, intelligent transportation, and location based services in general.
• We define a series of new measures to evaluate the travel time, congestion probability, and global travel cost in dynamic road networks, as well as give problem definitions of three DR queries (Section 2).
• We develop a new GTCT-DR algorithm with a series of optimization techniques to process the GTCT-DR queries efficiently (Section 3).
• We develop a new TPT-DR algorithm with a series of optimization techniques to process the TPT-DR query efficiently (Section 4).
• We conduct extensive experiments on large spatial data sets to verify the performance of the developed algorithms (Section 5).
The rest of this work is organized as follows. The dynamic road networks and measures used in the paper as well as problem definitions are given in Section 2. The GTCT-DR algorithms and the TPT-DR algorithm are detailed in Sections 3 and 4. We conduct extensive experiments and show the experimental results in Section 5. The related work is introduced in Section 6, and the conclusions are given in Section 7.
II. NETWORKS, MEASURES, AND PROBLEM DEFINITIONS
In this section, we introduce dynamic road networks, spatialtemporal measures, and problem definitions adopted in this work.
A. DYNAMIC ROAD NETWORKS
A dynamic road network G d (V , E) is a road network. In our study, a road network is modeled by a connected VOLUME 7, 2019 and undirected graph G(V , E), where V is a vertex set and E ⊆ V × V is an edge set. The weight e.w of an edge e represents its weight (e.g., network distance or travel time along this edge [24] ). Each vertex v has a time-delay v.d and a time-delay probability v.p. Such setting follows the definition of traffic-aware spatial networks and dynamic transportation networks [17] - [19] , [22] . Notice that the traffic-aware spatial networks are established by mapping massive trajectories on road networks, and dynamic transportation networks are established by mapping transportation IC card data on road networks. 
B. PATHS AND TRAVEL COSTS

Given a path
Notice that such functions also follows the setting of existing studies [17] - [19] , [22] .
C. PROBLEM DEFINITIONS
Global-Travel-Cost Threshold DR query (GTCT-DR): given a dynamic road network G d (V , E), a source s, a destination d, and a global travel cost threshold τ g , the GTCT-DR query finds (1) the path P(s, d) with the minimum travel time whose global travel cost does not exceed τ g , and (2) the path P (s, d) with the minimum congestion probability whose global travel cost does not exceed τ g .
Time-and-Probability Threshold DR query (TPT-DR): given a time threshold τ t and a congestion probability threshold τ p , the TPT-DR query finds the path with the minimum global travel cost whose travel time does not exceed τ t and congestion probability does not exceed τ p .
III. GLOBAL-TRAVEL-COST THRESHOLD DR QUERY PROCESSING
In this section, we present two types of Global-Travel-Cost Threshold DR queries (GTCT-DR) to find convenient routes with the minimum travel time and the minimum congestion probability whose global travel cost does not exceed global travel cost threshold τ g .
We develop two GTCT-DR algorithms based on Dijsktra's expansion [1] , [17] to process the Global-Travel-Cost Threshold DR queries efficiently. In the GTCT-DR algorithms, we maintain a travel-time label, a congestion probability label, and a global travel cost label for each vertex in the expansion tree. The travel-time label T (s, v), congestion probability label P r (s, v), and global travel cost label G(s, v) are given as follows.
Here v.pre is the parent of vertex v in the expansion tree, w() is the weight of an edge, v.d and v.p are time delay and congestion probability at vertex v. We adopt the similar approaches in [17] to prune the search space. The Euclidean distance from v to the destination d is used as the lower bound of global travel time from v to d, because (1) the Euclidean distance is always less than or equal to network distance, and (2) the time delay is not taken into account.
The procedure of the GTCT-DR-1 algorithm is detailed in Algorithm 1, which finds the convenient routes with the minimum travel time. 
we evaluate their travel-time labels T (s, n) and global travelcost labels The GTCT-DR-2 Algorithm follows the similar structure of the GTCT-DR-1 Algorithm, which finds the convenient routes with the minimum congestion probability. We replace the label of travel time by using the label of congestion probability. At each step, the algorithm searches the vertex with the minimum congestion probability.
IV. TIME-AND-PROBABILITY THRESHOLD DR QUERY PROCESSING
Different to the GTCT-DR query processing, the TPT-DR query has two thresholds, travel time threshold τ t and congestion probability threshold τ p , and the query finds the convenient routes with the minimum global travel cost.
We define a lower bound of travel time from
Here, d e (v, d) is the Euclidean distance from v to d. Because the Euclidean distance is always smaller than the network distance, we have that
d e (v, d) ≤ T (v, d) ⇒ T (s, v) + d e (v, d) ≤ T (s, v) + T (v, d) = T (s, d).
Algorithm 2 The GTCT-DR-2 Algorithm
Data:
, and τ.g Result: P(s, d) with the minimum congestion probability
Similarly, we define a lower bound of the global travel cost from s to d via v, denoted by G(s, d) .lb.
G(s, d).lb = G(s, v) + d e (v, d) ≤ G(s, d)
Here, d e (v, d) is the Euclidean distance from v to d. Because the Euclidean distance is always smaller than the network distance, and the time delay is not taken into account, we have that
The procedure of the TPT-DR algorithm is introduced in Algorithm 3, which finds the convenient routes with the minimum global travel cost. Network expansion is expanded according to Dijkstra's [1] algorithm. During the search process, we always select the vertex v with the minimum global travel cost for expansion. Once we find the destination d, the path P(s, d) is returned. For vertex v's adjacent vertices n, we evaluate their travel-time labels T (s, n) and congestion probability labels P r (s, n).
there must not exist any qualified path via n and n can be pruned. Moreover, if n's global travel cost label exceeds the value of , d) , we update its travel time label, congestion probability label, and global travel cost label, and put n into O s .
Algorithm 3 The TPT-DR Algorithm
Data: 
V. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we conduct extensive experiments to study the performance of the developed algorithms, GTCT-DR-1, GTCT-DR-2, and TPT-DR. We adopt one synthetic data sets of dynamic road networks, called ''DN'', which contains 25,000 edges and 15,000 vertices. The dynamic road networks are established according to the approaches of Trafficaware road networks [17] - [19] , [22] and dynamic public transportation networks [14] , [15] . For purpose of comparison, three baseline algorithms are developed. We remove the pruning techniques (the lower bound of global travel cost) from the GTCT-DR Algorithms. In the following figures, the global travel cost threshold diversified routing algorithms are called by ''GTCT-DR-1'' and ''GTCT-DR-2'', which find the convenient routes with the minimum travel time, and with the minimum congestion probability, respectively. The baseline algorithms is called ''GTCT-DR-1 without pruning'' and ''GTCT-DR-2 without pruning''. The travel time and congestion probability threshold diversified routing algorithm is called ''TPT-DR'', and the baseline algorithm is called ''TPT-DR'', and the baseline algorithm is called ''TPT-DR without pruning'', which remove the pruning techniques (the lower bound of travel time) from the TPT-DR algorithm.
The algorithms were implemented in Java and performed on a Windows 8 platform (Intel Core 2.90GHz Processor and 8GB memory). The main performance metrics were CPU times. For the parameter setting, the global travel cost threshold τ.g and travel time threshold τ.t both vary from 20 to 50 (default 20). The congestion probability threshold τ.p varies from 0.1 to 0.25 (default 0.1). The path length varies from 20 to 80 (default 20) , where the length is the number of vertices on the path.
A. EFFECT OF PATH LENGTH
Initially, we study the effect of path length on the performance of the developed algorithms, GTCT-DR-1, GTCT-DR-2, and TPT-DR, with default settings in Figures 2, 3 , and 4. Obviously, a longer path will lead to a larger search space; thus, a higher CPU time. So the CPU times of all algorithms will increase when the path length increases. In the meantime, we also find that all developed algorithms, GTCT-DR-1, GTCT-DR-2, and TPT-DR, outperform the baseline algorithms by at least 30% in term of CPU time, which show FIGURE 2. Effect of path length on GTCT-DR-1. of τ.g means a stronger pruning power and a smaller search space. Therefore, the CPU time of all algorithms are expected to increase when the value of τ.g increases. It is also clear that the developed algorithms hold a clear advantage over baseline algorithms, and they can process the GTCT-DR in real time.
C. EFFECT OF TRAVEL TIME THRESHOLD τ.t
We also study the effect of travel time threshold τ.t on the performance of TPT-DR query processing (see Algorithm 3 in Section IV), and the experimental results are shown in Figure 7 . Similar to the effect of global travel cost threshold, a smaller travel time threshold will lead to a smaller search space and higher query performance. The TPT-DR algorithm outperforms the baseline algorithm about 25% to 30% in term of CPU time.
D. EFFECT OF CONGESTION PROBABILITY THRESHOLD τ.p
Finally, we investigate the effect of congestion probability threshold τ.p on the performance of TPT-DR query processing (see Algorithm 3 in Section IV), and the experimental results are shown in Figure 8 . Intuitively, congestion probability threshold is also used to prune the search space, and a higher congestion probability threshold means a larger search space, and a higher runtime. The developed algorithm has a more powerful pruning technique and its performance outperforms the baseline by almost 40% when τ.p = 25%.
VI. RELATED WORKS
Route planning and recommendation in road networks are wildly studied in recent twenty years. Generally, road networks can be classified into two categories, static road networks, and dynamic road networks. In static road networks, the weight of each edge is static, and the weight can be network distance, travel time along this edge, average energy consumption along this edge, and so on. In contrast, in dynamic road networks, the weight of each edge is dynamic, which is changing from time to time, such as the travel time along this edge. Time-dependent road networks [2] and probabilistic road networks [5] are two representative networks of this style.
In the meantime, some other attributes may also be taken into account, such as time delay and congestion probability at a vertex or edge. Dynamic road networks have strong advantages over static road networks, because they can describe instant traffic conditions, and can help users plan convenient routes to avoid the potential traffic congestion.
Dijkstra's algorithm [1] and A star algorithm [4] are two representative algorithms to find shortest paths in static road networks. Both algorithms are based on network expansion. At each time, the algorithm select the vertex with the minimum distance label for expansion, until the destination is reached. The only difference between Dijkstra's algorithm and A star algorithm is the definition of distance label. Dijkstra's algorithm adopts the network distance from the source s to the current vertex v, while the A star algorithm uses the sum of the network distance from s to v and the Euclidean distance between v and the destination d (heuristic part). The heuristic part is helpful to improve the search performance.
Traffic-aware road networks [17] - [19] , [22] and dynamic public transportation networks [14] , [15] are two representative dynamic road networks. According to the approaches introduced in [18] and [19] , traffic-aware road networks are established by mapping trajectories onto road networks. On the other hand, dynamic transportation networks are established by mapping public transportation card data onto road networks [14] , [15] . Both of them can reflect instant traffic conditions and are useful to detect protectional traffic congestions.
There also exist many other studies on route planning and recommendation, including (1) fastest and unobstructed routing queries [8] , [14] , [15] , [17] - [19] , [23] , [26] , which find the routes with the minimum obstructed probability, (2) trajectory search and recommendation [6] , [7] , [9] , [10] , [12] , [13] , [25] , which search the historic travel records and use them to help users plan travel routes, (3) nearest neighbors [11] , [20] , which find the facilities spatially close to the query points or query trajectories and plan the corresponding routes to these facilities, (4) location and region recommendation [3] , [16] , [21] , which find the locations or regions according to the users' requirements and plan the route correspondingly. In the future, it is of interest to integrate them to diversified routing queries.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose and study a novel problem of finding diversified routes in dynamic road networks (DR queries), where travel time, congestion probability, and global travel cost are taken into account. We believe that this type of VOLUME 7, 2019 queries are very useful in many mobile applications such as travel planning and recommendation, urban computing, intelligent transportation, and location based services in general. The DR queries are challenging because of dynamic road network model and pruning techniques. We develop a search framework based on network expansion to process the DR queries efficiently, with the help of a series of optimization techniques. We conduct extensive experiments on large data sets to show that the developed algorithms have clear advantages over the baselines.
